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INTRODUCTION

“Design is the fundamental soul of 
a human-made creation that ends 
up expressing itself in successive 
outer layers of the product or 
service.”

-Steve Jobs

Recognizing the expanding significance of design 
in commercial, industrial and community growth 
and in enhancing quality of products and services 
to have “Design Enabled Indian Industry”, the 
Government of India made the National Design 
Policy in 2007 and through that took various 
initiatives including penetration of professional 
design education across India. It included setting 
up Design Institutes of Global Standards at various 
strategic regional locations in India. 
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NID Haryana currently offers full-time four 
year Bachelor of Design (B.Des.) programme 
with specialisation streams of :

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN,

COMMUNICATION DESIGN,

TEXTILE & APPAREL DESIGN.

The Bachelor of Design (B.Des.) programme 
commences with a two semester rigorous 
Foundation Program followed by six 
semesters of specialized courses. Teaching 
methodology incorporates Industry and Field 
exposure.

National Institute of Design, Haryana is an 
Institute of National Importance, as per 
National Institute of Design Act,2014 and NID 
(Amendment) Act 2019, established on 
November 15, 2016 as an autonomous institute 
under the Department for Promotion of 
Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT), Ministry of 
Commerce and Industry, Government of India, 
to emerge as a global leader in Design 
Education and Research. The institute aims at 
becoming the torchbearer for innovative 
design directions in the industry, commerce 
and development sectors.
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ABOUT NID HARYANA CAMPUS
VAST,  VIBRANT,  GLOBALISTIC

National Institute of Design Haryana has a lush 
green sprawling campus that embodies the 
mission of making it a center of excellence in 
design. Every structure is ultramodern yet 
imbibes a sense of our rich heritage. Campus 
ambience is planned to foster the feeling that 
every object tells a story if you know how to read 
it. 

“It is not enough that we build 
products that function, that are 
understandable and usable, we also 
need to build products that bring joy 
and excitement, pleasure and fun, 
and, yes, beauty to people’s lives.”

- Don Norman
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NID Haryana is located strategically adjacent to 
New Delhi, the Capital city of India & to 
Chandigarh, the Capital of the state and well 
connected through National  Highway, train & air 
routes.  

NID Haryana is determined to promote the 
platform for creative design development, design 
promotion & partnership across various 
stakeholders for integrating design with 
traditional & technological resources. It is also 
collaborating with various prominent National & 
International Institutions & Organizations for 
providing Platform for a wide range of activities in 
the emerging domain of design education, 
research & training through mutual collaboration 
& thereby giving a new perspective to faculty & 
students. 

VISION: To provide Design Education, rooted in 
values, that responds to social context, 
improves quality of life and prepares thought 
leaders to address emerging global needs.

Thus, NID Haryana is committed to fostering the 
process of raising Design Education to Global 
Standards of Excellence, thereby unleashing the 
immense creativity & artistic flavour of students, 
which will create the culture of innovation, revival 
& redefinition.  
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Dr. Vanita Ahuja

NID Haryana now fully functioning from its 
new sprawling campus welcomes students of 
Admissions 2023-24 and looks forward to 
interacting with them and their parents. 
Three batches of students from B.Des 
program have graduated and the Institute 
continuously strives to update the curriculum 
and engage students in activities leading to 
their holistic development. Students have 
won prestigious awards and along with 
academics Institute has been conducting 
outreach and consultancy projects and has 
strong focus on research. As an Institute we 
continuously strive to achieve excellence in 
academics and impart education leading to 
higher employability opportunities for 
students and their value-based development. 
Aspiring candidates for NID admission are 
requested to visit NID Haryana Website and 
LinkedIn page to know about different 
activities continuously being conducted in the 
institute.

We welcome you all to be a part of NID 
Haryana family and experience the life of 
being an NID Haryana student and Alumni.

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE
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NIDH ACADEMIC PROGRAMME & CURRICULUM

INNOVATIVE, CREATIVE & FUTURISTIC

Category (Code) Credit factor Learning hours per week 
Skill (SK) 2 30 hrs 
Theory (TH) 2 30 hrs 
Studio (SD) 2 30 hrs 
Research & Field work (RW) 2 30 hrs 
Design Project (DP) 4 60 hrs 

NID Haryana offers Bachelor of Design 
undergraduate 4-year Degree Programme spread 
over 8 semesters.First year is common for all, 
which is called Foundation year  and based on the 
choice & merit, students are allotted discipline 
from 2nd  year. Module based learning process is 
adopted for course conduction and evaluation of 
students is done on Credit based system.

Based on their nature and methodology, all 
courses offered in a particular programme are 
classified into 5 broad categories as shown below : 
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       The distinctive feature of the NIDH design 
programme is the revised Curriculum that is 
oriented towards creativity & problem solving. 
The methods are adopted keeping in mind the 
current trends in the industry. Design 
Education in India is evolving towards new 
products, applications & services. In view of 
the same, NID Haryana had revised its 
curriculum through planned rationalization. 

The principal objectives and concept of 
education programmes at NIDH, at 
undergraduate stream are:

       The curriculum should generate the scope 
for opportunities to integrate experiential and 
explorative learning in order to understand and 
achieve a high degree of creative innovation 
and quality.

       A flexible framework for student-
centered learning, whereby courses and 
assignments are able to harness the 
potential each student has in terms of 
creative expression and multi-dimensional 
leaming.

       Each programme must provide the 
opportunity to identity, plan and achieve 
leaming goals through an understanding of 
cultural, social and technological 
developments in the context of historical, 
contemporary and individual concerns.

        To provide interdisciplinary and 
progressive knowledge of design but with a 
focused understanding of an area of 
specialisation suited to the professional 
design practice, ample opportunity to develop 
innovative and exploratory thinking, necessary 
technical skills and the ability to locate 
individual design approaches within the 
appropriate professional context.

        To enable the students to develop a sense 
of social and professional commitments, they 
must learn to own the responsibility for their 
professional decisions.

      The ability to develop critical analytical  
speculative and reflective problem solving
skills in an integrated manner, so as to 
understand the scenario cum user based and 
culture centric approach of design.

      Thorough understanding of technical, 
managerial and design fundamentals along 
with a strong exposure to real life situations, 
so that students are able to experience how 
the intellectual, creative and other skills 
acquired could be adopted to benefit the user, 
society and industry.

      The educational programmes under each 
discipline are designed to meet these 
objectives so that students are able to 
progress through their courses in an 
integrated manner. The objective, learning 
value and standard for each course are 
predetermined, but the context and relevance 
is repositioned by the faculty depending on the 
changing realities of the design profession and 
the level of professional competence achieved 
and Indent to be demonstrated by each group 
of students.

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES
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FOUNDATION YEAR

INTUITIVE, INTERACTIVE & EFFECTIVE

The one-year Foundation Program introduces 
students to the fundamentals of design and 
helps develop ways of perception, aesthetic 
sensitivity, understanding of the multi 
disciplinary nature of design and relationship 
of design with human senses and emotions, 
culture, environment and ecology. Basic design 
studio courses are augmented by introductory 
studies in Humanities. This allows the students 
to develop a world view, understanding of the 
Indian milieu and the socio-cultural context for 
design to operate.

The varied inputs over two semesters provide 
the necessary direction, stimuli, facilities and 
experience to foster creativity and thereby 
help each individual discover their own 
identity and  potential. The Foundation 
Program is the basis on which the remaining 
design curriculum is built.

Interdisciplinary workshops conducted at the 
end of Foundation Program help students to 
hone their aptitude towards three disciplines 
and forward choice for the same. 

"Building attitude towards learning to know & learning to do is 
inherent to robust and mandatory one year foundation 
programme at NIDH"

Co - ordinator, Foundation
Mamta Gautam (Associate Senior Designer)
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INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

The Industrial Design programme enables 
students to devise products and services 
based on user-oriented research, markets 
analysis, technology opportunities, 
economic criteria, engineering knowledge 
business awareness, cultural appreciation 
and social responsibility to meet the 
emerging needs of both the market and 
society. This faculty inculcates the 
user-centric design approach and 
processes.

The Industrial Design discipline assimilates 
inputs in diverse domains such as human 
factors, cognitive ergonomics, form studies, 
studio skills, advanced CAD, research 
methods, design management, materials and 
manufacturing processes, and social 
sciences Emphasis is on process-centric 
approach that shapes a student's education 
through participation and teamwork. Design 
projects form the core of an Industrial 
designer's education and cover broad areas 
that industrial designers are likely to 
encounter in their professional development.

Industrial design covers several areas of 
design. Some of these areas may include 
product design, car design, furniture design, 
ceramic design, and Bio design.

"Students undergo with interest an in-depth experience 
of practice and theory towards collaborative projects 
with industry, various organizations and social sector"

-Coordinator, Industrial Design Surabhi Khanna,
Associate Senior Designer
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COMMUNICATION DESIGN

Communication Design has become an umbrella 
term that occupies various creative domains in 
itself and is considered a kind of strategic design 
and method for expressing a clear message on 
behalf of a well-identified entity. The 
Communication Design Discipline at NID Haryana 
focuses on strengthening the Design Students 
level of design cognition and aids in problem 
solving, rational thought, and comprehending what 
they can create and how their strategic creativity 
empowers the Social and Economical aspects 
through communication design.

“The desired behavior of the target audience of any business
 or social group is an effect of the message created 
by blending the strategy with creativity through various  
communication design media.”

-Coordinator, Communication Design,
Dr. Shrinivas S. Dudhgaonkar 
(Senior Designer)
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NID Haryana is also keen on providing the 
essence of the communication design 
industries and fulfills the Design Education 
needs of the students to work in various 
domains such as Advertising, Copywriting, 
Content Strategy, Brand Management, Art 
Direction, Marketing Communications, 
illustration, Graphic design, Film Making, 
Animation Design, Sound Design Interaction 
Design and UI/UX Design, etc. with a range of 
design principles and practices in both regional 
and global contexts.

The Communication Design Discipline at NID 
Haryana is well equipped with Cintiq Labs, IT 
Labs, Photography Lab, and is highly focused 
on fulfilling the Internships, Graduation 
Projects & Placement related aspects for the 
students career growth in the Design Industry.
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TEXTILE & APPAREL DESIGN

The Textile and Apparel Design discipline 
endeavours to develop pioneering and 
synergetic approaches to design for diverse 
sectors of the textile and apparel industry, 
start-ups and social sector. 
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Inventive and creative explorations from 
concept to prototype are invigorated by means 
of providing students with both the conceptual 
and technological assistance to achieve the 
requisite design requirements. The curriculum 
emphasizes on building a variety of skills, in 
combination with theoretical knowledge and 
practical applications. The program commences 
with the fundamentals of textile and apparel 
design. This includes textile fibres, weave 
structure, surface design, dyeing techniques, 
printing methods, fundamental sewing 
techniques, pattern making, constructed 
textiles and basic inputs in garment design. 
Through increasingly complex design projects, 
complemented by related social sciences, 
fashion, trends, brand identity, technology and 
computer-aided design, students are 
encouraged to design textiles and apparel for 
fashion, crafts and home 
furnishings.

The program includes several interdisciplinary 
projects of designing textiles and apparel for 
Public places /Exhibition/Interiors, lifestyle, 
apparels and for the allied Industry. It also 
includes contemporary courses like smart 
textile, 3D printing etc.
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PROSPECTS OF DESIGN EDUCATION
EMERGING ,  TRENDING , EXPANDING

 Design is a highly evolved field that constantly
 requires trained and skilled  people. It
 embodies many subfields within it and is
 further divided into various specializations.
 Careers in design have a vast scope and there
 is continuous demand for people who are
 artistic as well as friendly with new techniques
of the designing world.  NID Haryana offers
 specialization in Industrial Design ,
Communication Design and Textile & Apparel
Design.

 To make a successful career in design, an
 individual needs to not only work on artistic
skills but is also required to learn the art of
paying attention to every tiny detail  .

 With ever changing technology and booming
multinational companies, the demand for the
designer is increasing at a rapid pace.
 Companies are always looking for proficient
and skilful designers who can cater to the
needs of the industries.

VISIT BY DELEGATION FROM UZBEKISTAN
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 WHY DESIGN EDUCATION FROM NIDH
 LOCATION, EXPOSURE , CORE SKILL

 NID Haryana is the Institute of
National importance offering Professional
design education with a global perspective.

 The Institute offers ambience,
flexibility ,freedom & grooming required to
grow in the field of creativity.

 Highly qualified faculty who are
 alumni of  NID Ahmedabad, NIFT and other
Institutes of National & International repute
are part of the academic team.

 Engagement of Visiting faculty of  National &
International repute is done to train students
as per the Curriculum requirement.

 MoUs with reputed leading  National &
International Organizations working in Design
Domain are established.

Established workshops and Labs.

Hands on training with various artists and
craftsmen.
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PLACEMENT SUPPORT

 As any good professional institute across the
 world, NID Haryana is continuously striving for
 transforming students into skilled
 professionals, having the ultimate goal of
 either getting them ‘placed’ in a relevant job at
 industry, or shaping them into successful
 Entrepreneurs. The salient features of NID
Haryana processes that result in better
placement are :

 Dynamic Industry Institute Interface:
 With MOUs with various Institutes in different
 sectors, our students get first-hand exposure
 to the latest industrial practices and work
 culture, by way of Corporate Talks by the
Industry Experts, Industrial Visits, Industrial
Consultancy, and Internships

 Campus Placement Drives: Our
 placement process has been refined to make
 recruitment as simple as possible, for
 students and companies alike. In the
 Academic year 2021-22 - 53 companies have
 shown interest in Internships Graduation
 projects, and jobs. Placement Cell includes
Faculty Placement Coordinator and Student
Placement Representatives.

MENTORING, TRANSFORMING
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MOUs

COOPERATION, COORDINATION
& EXCHANGE  

 The Institute has signed MOUs with many
 national and international Universities/
research organizations / Industry to conduct
collaborative  research and academics.

Details of Collaborations are as below

S.No. Agency

1             Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee

2            Delhi skill and Entrepreneurship University (DESU), Delhi

3            King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi, Thailand

4            Bezelal Academy of Arts and Design Jerusalem, Israel

5            NBCFDC - National Backward Classes Finance and Development Corporation (A Govt. of India
              Undertaking, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment)

6            MSME Technology Center, Rohtak (Under MSME Flagship program Technology Centers
               Systems Programme)

7             Haryana Welfare Society for Persons with Speech and Hearing Impairment 
                (HWSPSHI), Panchkula

VISIT BY DELEGATION FROM DENMARK
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ENRICHED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
AND INDUSTRY LINKAGES

ENGAGE, APPLY & INNOVATE

 Such linkages not only provide value addition to
 the academic programmes of the Institute but
 also help in training both the staff and the
students in developing their creative, artistic
orientation.
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WINNING ENTRIES FROM NID HARYANA FOR
D'SOURCE CORONA DESIGN CHALLENGE

 Under the MOU with IIT Roorkee Co-organized a Design
Competition
Winning Entry was of NID Haryana and in top Seven entries
two more were of NID Haryana students

SOME AWARDS
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INFRASTRUCTURE & RESOURCES

Extensive Infrastructure & latest resources are Hall Mark of 
National Institute of Design Haryana.. 

The interdependence between design and 
production is deemed essential at NID Haryana. 
The infrastructure consists of well equipped 
department workshops, Information Technology 
Labs with latest softwares, Resource Centre that 
houses a variety of reference materials like 
Books, Journals, Periodicals and Films. In 
addition, the infrastructure facilitates periodic 
film screening and guest lectures. Rigorous 
practice lays foundation for acquiring skills, 
know-how and familiarity required to understand 
production methods. Students have access to 
Laser Cutting machines and 3D printers providing 
a comprehensive knowledge regarding the 
technicalities and details of a design.

MODERN, SPACIOUS, ENABLING
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The campus is a beautiful fusion of 
architectural innovation, functional 
convenience, flora and fauna and 
conducive environment. Its spacious 
facilities, remarkable resources, intimate 
courtyards, open lawns emphasize both the 
individual concentration and the group 
interactions that are critical to the 
transformational learning experience that the 
Institute provides. The academic 
infrastructure symbolizes the goal of making it  
“Creative Centric”.  The green and serene 
ambience inspires students to unleash their 
creativity.
 
NIDH Campus strives to reflect excellence and 
connectivity. Every structure is ultra modern 
yet imbibes a sense of cultural heritage. 
Campus ambience is planned to foster thrill of 
Design in the Campus.

INSTITUTE AUDITORIUM
The Institute boasts of a 500-seater 
well-designed and well-furnished 
air-conditioned Auditorium.

 

CAMPUS INFRASTRUCTURE
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The workshop infrastructure is equipped with 
latest Machines, Tools and Equipments in Wood 
and Metal work, Ceramics, Textiles, Photography 
and Film making to facilitate learning about 
technological processes.

DEPARTMENT WORKSHOPS
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CARPENTRY LAB

WEAVING LAB

METAL LAB 
WITH 

LASER CUTTING 
MACHINE

DYEING & PRINTING 
LAB
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IT LAB

In the present era all students are required to 
have proficiency in IT and network systems are 
the backbone of the Institute operations.  
Similarly, IT Infrastructure of NID Haryana 
caters to aspiring needs of the students as well 
as Staff.  Dedicated servers, workstations, 
Cintiq, animation design infrastructure  with 
necessary peripherals including printers, 
plotters & scanners are installed in sufficient 
numbers along with the relevant latest Industry 
softwares.

With a hands on attitude, the students are 
exposed to and facilitated with latest Industry 
Softwares, an integral part of learning on 
campus.

LATEST , FRIENDLY , LIFELINE
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The Resource Centre

The Resource Centre/ Library is an integral 
part of the National Institute of Design, 
Haryana, which was established in 2016. It 
fulfills the informational needs of the users, 
mainly towards completing their academic 
programmes and research activities. The 
Resource Centre links users to distinctive 
collections, encourages profound learning 
experiences, and provides educational 
support in multidisciplinary aspects of design 
to a substantial user population. Keeping pace 
with a dynamic information environment, 
Resource Centre provides an excellent 
ambience for self-study and research. 
Moreover, the Resource Centre creates unique 
opportunities for users to meet global 
 innovative design thought.

 The comprehensive collection of Resource
 Centre comprises more than 2000 titles. The
 Resource Centre has two main sections, i.e.,
 print, and digital collections. The print
 collection includes textbooks, reference
 books, academic journals, manuscripts,
 periodicals, bound volumes of journals,
 Graduation Project reports, dissertations, and
 the catalog of colours. A well-equipped digital
 library is one of the significant sections of the
Resource Centre. It involves e-Books
e-Journals, and online databases such as
Bloomsbury, J-Store, National Digital Library,
e-Shodh Sindhu, etc
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“Content precedes design. Design in the absence of 
content is not design, it’s decoration.”

— Jeffrey Zeldman

The Facilities
 Reference Section:  In this section, only
 reference books are kept. The books from the
Reference  Section are only for reading in the
library, not for issues.

 Textbook Section: In this section, the
 books are kept for the students to issue. After the
title entry, the book will be given to the students
for 14 days.

 Periodical Section: The journal section
 displays journals for the users to read. Journals
will not be issued, but students can read the
Journals from inside the library.

 CD/DVD Section: CDs and DVDs are
 displayed in this section. CDs and DVDs will not be
issued but students can use them with their
laptops inside the library.

 OPAC Search Section: Through OPAC,
 readers can search the books available in the
 library. OPAC Search helps the students identify
the available books displayed in the library to save
searching time         .
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OUR HUMAN ASSETS

COMMITTED, ENTHUSIASTIC, PIONEERING
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NURTURING TALENTS

 NID Haryana is nurturing students’ natural talents
 and instincts with the help of different creative
 activities such as exhibition displays, Industrial
 tours, sports and cultural events organized
 Institutionally and by students themselves.       
 NIDH is committed to deliver the best
 infrastructure facilities and learning environment
to students which will shape them to become
Global Human Asset." 

 Excellence not only sustained, but also nurtured.

DISPLAYS, TASKS, EXPOSURE
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STUDENTS CAMPUS LIFE
LEARNING, ENJOYMENT, PERFORMANCE

  Spirit is to fill campus life with an invigorating
 creative environment, promoting innovation
 and introspection. Respect & Consideration in
 interaction with others, integrity in academic
 pursuits, and free, open and respectful
 exchange of ideas are some of the values
imparted in campus

 NID Haryana  is committed to infuse a campus
culture and provide an environment where
  students can learn and be  innovative,
 creative and foster diversity.
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ACADEMIC EVENTS

 Community Outreach Programmes are
 conducted for the students to help them
understand the local community art diversity
and provide a platform to exchange ideas.
 This exchange of ideas fosters integration of
local level art with futuristic aspects
 thereby enhancing creativity. Design thinking
 workshops are conducted for school students
 and there are also visits of students of other
Institutes. The Institute carries out various
outreach projects with local communities.

VISIT OF STUDENTS OF IIT ROORKEE

'CURIOUS CREATORS' RESIDENTIAL 
DESIGN CAMP FOR SCHOOL STUDENTS
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 CULTURAL EVENTS
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SPORTS EVENTS
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HOSTEL FACILITIES

 In order to ensure hassle free campus living,
 the Institute has its own Hostel
 Accommoda tion with Mess Facilities. 24 hours
 Wi-Fi facilities, Lifts, Hot water, Centralized RO
 water with water coolers, 24x7 Security
 Guards, CCTV for safety and resident Hostel
 warden is also there. The campus
 accommodates outdoor sports equipment,
indoor game facilities, a music room and Gym
facility for active living within the campus.

SPACE, SECURE, COMFORT
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STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES 
SUPPORT, ASSISTANT, ENCOURAGEMENT

 LOAN ASSISTANCE:   NID Haryana is 
registered under Scholar Loan Scheme.  

The details are available on website 
https://www.nidh.ac.in/admissions

2. Mentor Mentee Scheme :  Refer website.

3. Student Counseling Service:  Refer
website.

4. Medical Facilities : The Campus facilitates
a medical room and a doctor visits everyday
except on Sundays and National holidays.

1. Scholarships

There are various types of Scholarships 
available :    

Scholarships through National Scholarship 
Portal

 NIDH Scholarship Grant:  The Scholarship  
grant is introduced by NID Haryana from AY 
2020-21 onwards and is awarded through 
 merit cum means system. 

 For more details, please visit the link
 https://www.nidh.ac.in/_files/ugd/
f0c2c3_caa1a576a784461ca528ea1c9b829464. 
pdf
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ADMISSION PROCESS & FEE STRUCTURE

NID Haryana invites applications for admission 
to 4 year undergraduate Programme B.Des 
through DAT -2023  :

Course Duration 
of 
Course 

level Entry 
Qualification 

 Total 
Intake 
Indian 
Citizens 
quota  

Overseas
Quota 

Total over all Seats 

B. Des  4 years 10+2 in any 
discipline from 
any recognized 
board of Education 

75 11 86 

 Age criteria to be seen on the Admission website

CATEGORY WISE SEAT DISTRIBUTION 

General EWS OBC 
NCL 

SC ST Overseas 
(Supernumerary) 

Total 
seats 

50% 27% 15% 7.5% 15% 
30 8 20 11 6 11 86 
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THIRD EYE

 IMPRESSION, REFLECTION , BRANDING
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